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2.0Episode 1.0Episode 7.2527.0 An interesting take on the classic
vampire mythos, The Vampire Diaries is a supernatural drama that
follows the lives of two sisters - one turned into a vampire, the other
a mortal. Also, exploring the romantic side of the relationship
between these two is Elena, who is seen by many as a potential love
interest to her vampire brother, Stefan. And because Elena is not the
only pretty girl involved here (or the only one that can turn into a
vampire), the story also focuses on Bonnie, who is a supernatural
witch and Elena's best friend, and Caroline, who is Elena's vampire
friend. The Vampire Diaries is a perfect example of a show that really
embraces the drama and melodrama of its elements, making the
series very pleasant to watch - all the more so because of its
strengths as a genre show. So, after watching the first season and a
half of The Vampire Diaries, why is our reviewer rating the series so
low? A simple version: it's too long. It's not a criticism of the show,
just an observation. This isn't the bad old days - just about every
genre show on the planet has its own version of too many seasons. In
fact, one of the only reasons The Walking Dead has managed to get
so much interest is because it is an exceedingly long series (and also
one where, despite its length, there is also room for thematic
development). But sadly, The Vampire Di
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